
 

Key Stage 3 Curriculum Map 
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Topic 

Biology - cells, microscopy and osmosis Maths in Science: Algebra    

 

Physics - investigating heat and 
electricity capacity    

 

Language of measurement  

Maths in Science: Handling data    

Chemistry - investigating chromatography 

Chemistry - rates of reaction    

Chemistry - making a salt   

Maths in Science: Arithmetic and numerical 
computation    

Biology - investigating enzymes and foods                                                     

 

Physics - investigating density and forces 
    

    

    

Key Skills 

Microscopy - practical skills and 
calculations 

 

Investigating osmosis - practical skills 

Variables, hypothesis, fair test, 
accuracy, validity, precision, anomalies, 
types of error 

Investigating using chromatography - practical 

skills 

Lab equipment (glassware and Bunsen), 

uncertainty, resolution, range, interval, prediction 

qualitative and quantiative data, repeatable, 

reproducible, 

 

Investigating rates of reaction - practical 
skills  

 

Investigating making a salt - practical skills  

 

Introduction to enzymes and food tests 

 

Investigating enzymes - practical skills 

 

Investigating foot tests - practical skills 

 

Investigating density - practical skills 

 

Investigating elasticity (Hooke's Law) - practical 
skills 

 

Investigating acceleration - practical skills 

 

Knowledge 

Features of cells (euk. prok. plant. animal) 

 

Microscopy - practical skills and 
calculations 

 

Investigating osmosis - practical skills 

 

Introduction to heat transfers and 
specific heat capacity  

Investigating IV characteristics - 
practical skills 

 

Investigating resistance - practical skills 

 

Investigating using chromatography - practical 

skills 

Lab equipment (glassware and Bunsen), 

uncertainty, resolution, range, interval, prediction 

qualitative and quantitative data, repeatable, 

reproducible, 

 

Investigating rates of reaction - practical 
skills  

 

Investigating making a salt - practical skills  

 

Introduction to enzymes and food tests 

 

Investigating enzymes - practical skills 

 

Investigating foot tests - practical skills 

 

Investigating density - practical skills 

 

Investigating elasticity (Hooke's Law) - practical 
skills 

 

Investigating acceleration - practical skills 

 

Assessment 

There are 2 summative tests per half-term. 

A range of question types will be used, including multiple choice, short answer and those that 

require extended responses. Extended response questions will be of sufficient length to allow 

students to demonstrate their ability to construct and develop a sustained line of reasoning which is 

coherent, relevant, substantiated and logically structured. Extended responses may be prose, 

extended calculations, or a combination of both, as appropriate to the question. 

 


